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Frequently Asked Questions - DRY SEAL™ MP 
 
Please refer to the product pages and product data sheets, or contact us for further 
information. 
 
1. How quickly can I paint DRY SEAL™ MP? 
2. Can I use DRY SEAL™ MP on metal windows frames? 
3. Can I use DRY SEAL™ MP around my shower/toilet? 
4. What happens if it rains shortly after application of DRY SEAL™ MP? 
5. Is DRY SEAL™ MP safe with double glazed units or specialist glass? 
6. Is DRY SEAL™ MP approved by conservation surveyors and architects? 
7. What is the best technique for getting a smooth finish?  
8. My glazing supplier says I must use non-silicone/non-butile, can I use DRY SEAL™ 

MP?  
9. How can I remove smears of dried DRY SEAL™ MP from glass? 
10. Is DRY SEAL™ MP guaranteed?  
11. What happens if DRY SEAL™ MP goes over its expiry date? 
12. DRY SEAL™ MP is brilliant white – can I leave it unpainted? 

 
1. How quickly can I paint DRY SEAL™ MP? 

We recommend a minimum of 2 hours before painting. 
 

2. Can I use DRY SEAL™ MP on metal windows frames? 

Yes.  Please see the guidance notes on the product data sheet. 
 

3. Can I use DRY SEAL™ MP around my shower/toilet? 

No, it is not suitable for this type of application. 
 

4. What happens if it rains shortly after application of DRY SEAL™ MP? 

DRY SEAL™ MP should only be applied in dry weather but will not be affected by rain once it 
is applied. 
 

5. Is DRY SEAL™ MP safe with double glazed units or specialist glass? 

DRY SEAL™ MP has been tested and is compatible with a wide variety of glazing including 
acoustic, laminated, sealed double-glazing, Slimlite double glazing, plate, solar reflective and 
self-cleaning glass.  It can also be used with polycarbonate glazing. 
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6. Is DRY SEAL™ MP approved by conservation surveyors and architects? 

Usually yes, but please check before applying. 
 

7. What is the best technique for getting a smooth finish?  

Please refer to the guidance notes and instruction video on the product page. 
 

8. My glazing supplier says I must use non-silicone/non-butile, can I use DRY 
SEAL™ MP?  

Yes, DRY SEAL™ MP is a specific modified silane terminated polymer. 
 

9. How can I remove smears of dried DRY SEAL™ MP from glass? 

DRY SEAL™ MP should be applied carefully, without over filling the rebate.  Excess is best 
removed from the glass with a sharp blade when it is 
cured.                                                                                                                      
10. Is DRY SEAL™ MP guaranteed?  

Yes, our products are guaranteed for 10 years, subject to conditions. 
 

11. What happens if DRY SEAL™ MP goes over its expiry date? 

We do not recommend you use any product after its expiry date. 
 

12. DRY SEAL™ MP is brilliant white – can I leave it unpainted? 

DRY SEAL™ MP has UV resistance so can be left unpainted but painting will help protect 
against surface pollution. 
 




